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On factorisable simple groups. 
By J . SZÉP in Szeged. 
A group © is called factorisable by its subgroups and .ft if each 
element of ® may be written in the form G = HK with H in K in .ft'. 
The present paper contains a sufficient condition for a factorisable group 
<S = .£>.ft to be simple, if the orders of £ and .ft are relatively prime. Evi-
dently .soft = .«.£). 
In the proof I shall use a result of my earlier paper1) which 1 formulate 
now as a ' 
Lemma. If in the finite group © = fyR the orders of the factors £> and 
H are relatively prime, then every normal subgroup © of © is of the form 
© = fi ft, where |> and .ft are normal subgroups of £> and .ft respectively. 
I shall now prove the following 
Theorem. If in the factorisable group © = ,{i5t the orders of £) and .ft 
are relatively prime, if further the groups fr and it are maximal subgroups 
in ©, then the group © is simple, except the case where £> or it is a group 
of prime order; .in the latter case at least one of the factors is a normal 
subgroup. 
P r o o f . It suffices to show that if © is not simple, then either.ft or .ft. 
is not maximal. 
a) If the group © has a normal subgroup © and ©4=&, ®=f=&, then 
by our Lemma © = where &_c£>L.ftC,ft. Therefore the groups £>|i.ft = 
= £.ft = ,ft.ö = § ' and = = £>&== .ft' are subgroups of © and at 
least one of them is proper. 
b) If the group .ft is a normal subgroup of © and the order of £ is not 
a prime, then fo has an element H such that { / / } c § , since {8, / / } c © . The 
proof is the same if .6 is a normal subgroup of ©. 
c) If the group .6 is a maximal, but not a normal subgroup and if its 
order is a prime number, then fí is necessarily a normal subgroup of ©. In 
fact, in this case the groups K ^SfrK ate different, whenever K runs over all 
elements of .ft and have only the unit element in common. Thus a known 
theorem of FROBENIUS2) implies the statement. 
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